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Welcome back to Act 3 and Act 4 of Swan Lake.  My name is Pauline, your describer for this final 

part of the performance which will run for approximately 1 hour and 5 minutes. 

 

The beautiful score is quite loud therefore I will now endeavour to give you a synopsis of the 

scenes and characters but I will also keep you informed of the progression of the action as it takes 

place, without, I hope detracting from your enjoyment of the music. 

The plush red velvet curtain is down and two spotlights will play across its surface in true 

Hollywood style. This will lift to allow us to join the guests approaching the Palace for The Royal 

Ball. 

 

Act 3 Scene 1 the Palace Gates 

The guest list includes the Prince's girlfriend, last seen dancing at the Swank club and on leaving, 

had bumped into the disguised Private Secretary.   Now she is dressed more suitably in a black 

lacy knee length dress complete with a mink stole and tiara which she gleefully indicates to us.   

We are at the Palace Gates  with a roped off area  on the right, containing onlookers and  two 

photographers with a media  commentator holding a mike to describe the appearance of the lavish  

royal guests as they parade along the red carpet towards the entrance to the Palace,  being careful 

to pose for the   cameramen. The ballroom can be glimpsed on the left, behind the drawn up 

curtain. 

 

A Bentley saloon will appear from the right to disgorge its elegant   passengers whilst others will 

arrive on foot. The men are in  high buttoned high collared  black jackets  and  slim trousers  and 

the women are in a variety of  black   glamorous  shimmering evening wear, ranging from fitted 

velvet jackets and slim fit trousers to filmy long or  short skirts and fitted low cut bodices,  some 

with elbow length evening gloves. One lady in a velvet frock coated trouser suit, sports a jaunty 

eye patch complete with set diamonds. 

 

Act 3 SC 2 the Royal Ball 

The fans and media are shepherded away and the curtain is lifted to show the rest of the ballroom, 

and it    has a central open window in the   back wall through which is a beautiful black starlit sky 

and a low stone balustrade of the balcony. Either side of the window, high on the walls are set   

two huge golden hands grasping a light in the form of a flaming torch. Three huge white 

colonnades   are on either side of the room. Dotted around the edge of the room are five   small   

circular tables draped with red plush clothes with small shaded lamps on them; they are set with 

gold dining chairs. The waiters wear matador style cap sleeved bolero length red waistcoats over 

white shirts and high waited black fitted trousers. 

 

The Queen is escorted in by her son and appears in a long full black velvet cloak decorated with 

diamantes which, when removed, reveals a full skirted ballerina length red satin dress over a   

seething froth of black net. The heart shape fitted bodice is held in place on the shoulders with   

wide   pieces of sparkling lace.  This is the only splash of colour in the ballroom. Her son, the 

Prince, wears a black high necked suit with the star and garter insignia on the left hand jacket 

pocket and his shirt is high collared with a knotted black tie. The ubiquitous secretary is also 

present. 

 

Another tall striking male character will appear dressed in a long black frock coat and leather 

trousers and waistcoat.  He is suave, charming, and sensual and he sets out to captivate the ladies, 

including the Queen, much to the Prince's annoyance. 

 

The guests will perform several dances of differing styles and the mysterious stranger will figure in 

many of them before the ball comes to a dramatic end. 

 

Act 4 The Prince's bedroom 

We are taken to a large prison cell, with vast white walls, a high barred window up on the left and a 

narrow door on the right hand side. 

 

The Prince is distraught and paces the room. He is back in his white pyjamas and the Queen enters 



through the door wearing her long fitted buttoned through satin white dressing robe with a 

crested right breast pocket. Her lapels are quilted as   are her turn back cuffs. She has   8 nurses 

in attendance. They wear shorter versions of the Queen's dress but trimmed with black edging 

around the collar and cuffs and they wear sensible laced up white flat shoes and have   as the 

Queen has, the same sweeps of grey in their hair. 

 

We move to the bedroom where the nurses lay the Prince on his bed and his nightmare begins and 

the chorus of swans appear in his dreams. The nightmare dissipates when he awakes and he again 

meets the white swan. 

 

Background info (taken from the official website.) 

Since its 9th November 1995 world premiere at Sadler’s Wells, Matthew Bourne’s breath-taking and 

sexy version of Swan Lake has become the longest running ballet in the London’s West End and on 

Broadway. It has enjoyed four successful tours in the UK and continues to thrill audiences 

throughout the world. 

Matthew Bourne’s SWAN LAKE has collected over thirty international theatre awards including three 

Tony’s for the Broadway production and has been widely acclaimed on both sides of the Atlantic as 

a landmark production on the international stage. 

As the director and choreographer for SWAN LAKE he is the only British director to have won the 

Tony Award for Best Director and Best Choreographer of a Musical in the same year (1999). 

For Matthew, SWAN LAKE had a particular appeal: "I could see an opportunity to create a human 

story, with the potential for great dramatic power and range, indulge my satirical and humorous 

leanings as well as create whole suites of abstract movement to some of the best dance music ever 

written. Irresistible!" 

The most talked about innovation in this production is the casting of a male dancer in the coveted 

role of Odette/Oldie known as "the Swan". 

"The idea of a male swan makes complete sense to me" says Matthew, "the strength, the beauty, 

the enormous wingspan of these creatures suggests to me the musculature of a male dancer more 

readily than a ballerina in her white tutu." 

 

The next audio described performance will be A Midsummer Night's Dream, A Propeller Production 

on Saturday Nov 9
th

 at 2.30p.m. 

 I will start my commentary when the music commences. 

 

With info-time taken approx. 6 minutes. 

Word total 1,117 

  

 

 

 

 

 


